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Introduction to Book Trailers

What is a book trailer?

A book trailer uses text, images, video and music to sell a book to an audience. After watching 
a good book trailer, a reader should want to read that book. It is simply a commercial for the 
book. 

Book trailers come in many formats. Some trailers contain still images, text and music to 
convey the plot of the story in the book. Some trailers are avatars talking about the featured 
book. Still other trailers incorporate video, voice-overs, sound effects and complicated video 
editing. There is no one correct format for a book trailer. The trailer contents and format are 
limited only by the imagination of the creator. Regardless of the book trailer type, the purpose 
is the same. The goal is to entice a reader to read that book.

Why should a librarian use book trailers?

Our students are changing. They no longer spend hours reading as generations of children 
did in the past. Today’s student is connected to technology. Surfi ng online, listening to MP3 
players, watching television and playing video games make up leisure time activities for the 
current digital native generation. A library book display is not as effective in grabbing the 
attention of a potential reader as it once was. 

The solution for bridging that gap between today’s student and the basic print book is to 
use engaging ways to promote and encourage reading. A book trailer works well for getting 
students excited about reading books. The media and technology they love is used to 
encourage them to do what we know is good for them: reading. 

Who can make book trailers?

Book trailers are being created by many different groups of people. Publishing companies 
have begun to produce them as part of their marketing strategies for new books. Authors 
are making their own trailers to help sell their books. Librarians make book trailers to help 
promote books in their libraries. More and more teachers are assigning book trailers to 
students as projects, and students are also creating them for fun and posting their trailers 
online. Anyone who has read a book they love and wants to sell it to others can create a 
book trailer. This book is designed to help almost anyone create an engaging, effective and 
professional book trailer.
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Making and Sharing Book Trailers

How can book trailers be used?

The number one way to use book trailers is as a way to promote books and reading. 
Advertising books through book trailers can be accomplished in many ways. Book trailers 
can be played on computers and televisions in classrooms and libraries. They can be posted 
online on YouTube or Facebook. Trailers can be added to blogs, glogs and podcasts. Ideas in 
this book will give you plenty of options for using the book trailers for your promotional needs. 
And if you do not want to create the trailers yourself, online sources for trailers will also be 
discussed.

So let’s get started creating and using book trailers!

Steps for Creating Book Trailers

1. Read a book – Which book you choose is up to you. Have you read a new book 
that you really want students to read? Is there a subject or genre you want to 
promote? Have you read books that appeared on The Children’s Book Council of 
Australia recommended book list and you want to encourage students to read? It 
does not matter which book you choose, but you must fi rst read a book to create a 
trailer.

2. Plan the trailer – Just like a good movie trailer makes you want to see the movie, 
an effective book trailer makes the audience want to read the book. Once you have 
read your book, decide how to best hook the reader to get a sense of what needs 
to be included in the trailer. Can you tell the story of the main character? Can you 
highlight one plotline? What mood or tone does the book invoke? Are there certain 
images or sounds important to the story? Are colours, seasons or the setting 
pivotal to the plot? Some creators fi nd it helpful to take notes on themes, phrases 
and images that should be included in the trailer. Remember, you want to leave the 
audience wanting more. Do not tell the whole story in your trailer. Just give them 
a sense of what the book is about and make them want to read it to fi nd out what 
happens. 

Storyboarding is a great way to plan your trailer. Either use a storyboard template 
or draw the boxes yourself on a large piece of paper or paper roll. This is a great 
way to have students plan their trailer before looking for images and music. Write 
the text or draw the desired image in each box in the sequence you want them to 
appear in the trailer. With students, have them create square tiles and manipulate 
them in order as they plan their trailer. When they are happy with the sequence, 
the students can glue them to a large piece of paper to work from as they create 
the trailer.
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3. Find images – Locate images you decided were needed in the planning stage. 
Images can be part of your personal collection or found online. Make sure you use 
images that you have permission to use. If you or your students take the pictures 
or already have the pictures in your personal collection, you own the right to 
use those pictures in the book trailer. When using online pictures, use sites like 
Creative Commons or WikiMedia Commons where the creators grant usage rights 
to others. In the project example in this book, I will use Creative Commons for 
fi nding images. It is also important to follow guidelines for properly attributing 
the images to the creator. This can be a good exercise for introducing students to 
proper use of information and citation creation.

4. Find music and/or sound – The music for your book trailer should help set the 
tone or mood for the story. If the book is about something sad, the music should 
refl ect that mood. It is really disappointing to see a movie trailer that makes 
the movie look happy and fun only to see the movie which turns out to be a real 
tearjerker. You want the audience for your book trailer to get a good idea of what 
type of story to expect. The music helps communicate the mood to the prospective 
reader. Plan the music you choose to work well with your pictures. As with images, 
you want to be sure you have permission to use the music you have chosen. Sites 
exist online that allow users to incorporate their music with proper attribution. We 
will use Jamendo for our music selections.

5. Create text – When you planned your book trailer you took notes on phrases and 
words that helped tell the story. Many video production programs allow users to 
create text within the editing process. While these features are nice for adding 
words, they sometimes limit the number of characters you can add. If you need to 
add larger blocks of text, it may be necessary to create images of text to include in 
your book trailer. You will also need to create a citation slide for proper attribution 
of images and music to add at the end of your book trailer. Creating a slide of 
the creators contact information is also a great idea so that you get the credit for 
creating the book trailer.

6. Put contents (images, music, text, video, etc.) into creation tool – There 
are many video editing tools available that will meet the needs of book trailer 
creation. Some web-based tools, like Animoto, include music and animate the 
video for you with no added work on your part. This feature makes the process 
faster, but takes away some control of how the fi nished product will appear. 
Programs like Windows Movie Maker give you control over the effects and 
transitions, but take much longer to get to a fi nished product. Different video 
programs have different features and the desired purpose of the resulting book 
trailer will lend itself to one program or another. This book will demonstrate book 
trailer creation using Animoto, Photo Story 3 and Windows Movie Maker 2.6. 
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7. Complete your book trailer – Once all of your media is in the desired creation 
tool, the real fun begins. Adding transitions, effects and animation will help fi nish 
the project and add that professional look. This tweaking process sometimes takes 
a great deal of time so that all parts of the trailer work together to tell a seamless 
story. At this point, major changes can still be made. You may discover that the 
original plan for the trailer needs fi ne tuning and it is not too late to add or delete 
images, rearrange their order or change the music. Make sure you are happy with 
the fi nal product before you publish it for viewing.

8. Share your book trailer with others – There are many ways to make your 
trailer available for others to view. Whether you keep your trailer on your local 
computer and only share it in your library or you post online and share it with the 
world, the possibilities for reading promotion through book trailers is endless. We 
will discuss these possibilities later in the book and walk you through the steps to 
using book trailers to their greatest advantages.
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Tools for Creating Book Trailers

Now let’s gather the needed images, text and audio to create a powerful book trailer. Then we 
will add these fi les to a video creation tool and make an amazing, motivating book trailer.

Images – Using Flickr through Creative Commons

Once you have read your book and planned your trailer, it is time to begin fi nding images to 
help tell the story. There are many sites that offer pictures and clip art that are copyright free. 
Feel free to explore different sites online for images, but make sure you check their policy for 
using the images and do not use a picture that is copyright protected. Do not forget that you 
can always take your own pictures or use ones from your personal collection. 

My favourite place to get images is through Creative Commons. Creative Commons is a non-
profi t organisation that allows creators to license their works for use by others. The goal of 
Creative Commons is to increase project creation, collaboration and sharing, but staying true 
to copyright and fair use guidelines. You can learn more about Creative Commons by visiting 
their website at http://search.creativecommons.org.

One great feature of Creative Commons is that it works with other sites and adds great 
functionality to sites that host pictures. We are going to search for images in Flickr, but use 
the Creative Commons license to only locate pictures that are free to use in our project.
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Making and Sharing Book Trailers

Let’s fi nd some great pictures!

• Navigate to www.fl ickr.com.

• To save the images you fi nd within Flickr, log in. Flickr uses your Yahoo ID to create 
a user account. If you do not have a Yahoo ID, they are free and easy to setup. 

• Follow the prompts for either Sign In or Create 
Your Account
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• Sign in with your Yahoo email account or select 
Create New Account.

• You will know you are logged in when your user 
account information is in the top right area of the 
screen.

• Once you have logged in to Flickr you will need to navigate to Creative Commons in 
the same window. Do not log out of Flickr. Simply delete the URL for Flickr and 
replace it with http://search.creativecommons.org.
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